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1. Introduction. Let (£,$) be a set with a c-field of subsets \J containing all

one point sets, and let P(x, B) be a transition function of a Markov process with

states in £. Assume that F has at least one cr-finite invariant measure X which we

take as fixed throughout the discussion. In §2 we describe precisely how to con-

struct a system of denumerably many independent Markov processes all having

the same transition law P and whose initial positions are given by the Poisson

process on £ with mean X(B) on B. There we establish the fundamental fact

that this system maintains itself in macroscopic equilibrium; thus we call such a

process an equilibrium process. This property was first established for systems

of this type by Doob for Brownian motion and by Derman for countable state

space Markov chains. Our purpose in this paper will be to investigate (1) the

number of processes, Mn(B; r), whose occupation time in B is exactly r by time n;

(2) the number of distinct processes, Ln(B), which are in B at least once by time n;

(3) the number of processes, Jn(B), which are in B for a last time at time n ; and (4)

the number of processes, A„(B), which are in B at time n, where B is always a

transient set of finite, positive X measure. Previously these quantities were inves-

tigated for this system in the countable state space case by the author in [6],

and the results we obtain here will be extensions of those in [6] to the more

general setting of this paper(x).

In summary, then, we do the following. In §2 we describe the construction of

the basic system(2), and in §3 we give some preliminary material on Markov

processes having nontrivial dissipative part which is needed in the sequel. In §4 we

show that Mn(B; r)/n converges with probability one to a constant Cr(B) and

that if Cr(B)>0, then [M„(B,r) - EMn(B,r)](nCr(B))~1'2 is asymptotically

normally distributed. As a corollary we show that L„(B)/n converges with pro-

bability  one  to  a  constant   C(B) > 0,   and  that

[Ln(B)-ELn(B)](nC(B)y1'2

Presented to the Society, January 25, 1566 under the title A system of denumerably many

transient Markov chains; received by the editors February 8, 1966.

(') In the countable case the results were established by probabilistic arguments using the

A-dual process. For the processes considered here, there is, in general, no dual process, and a

more analytic approach is needed.

(2) While in the countable case the construction of an equilibrium process is evident, this

is no longer true in the general state space case. Some care is required to guarantee that the

desired  quantities aremeasurable.
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is asymptotically normally distributed. Similar facts are shown to hold for S,g„I¡(o)

with the same constant C(J5). We then show that this constant C(B) is the capacity

of B. In §5 we show that S„(B)/w = L4.(B) + ••• + AniB)~\¡n converges with

probability one to A(B), and that whenever JBFJCTV(B)2o'A(x) < oo (where TV(B)

is the total occupation time in B for a single process with transition law P), then

there is a constant 0 < <r2(B) < oo, such that [S„(B) - nA(B)](<r2(B)n)"1/2

is asymptotically normally distributed. The paper concludes, in §6, with some

examples.

2. The equilibrium process. Let (£,5, A) be a tr-finite measure space, where

5 is a <r-field which contains all one point subsets of E. A Poisson process Ai • ),

as defined by Moyal [5], is a stochastic counting measure (or equivalently, a

symmetric random point process) on the sets of g, which is uniquely determined

by its probability generating functional,

(1) E (exp\- (six)dAix) \ =exp    f (e~s{x) - 1 \ ¿A(x)

where s(x) ^ 0 is a measurable function on E. The salient facts about this process

(and the only facts we shall need) are the following:

(1) If {Ek} is any denumerable partition of E into disjoint, measurable sets

of finite measure, then {AiEk)} are independent, Poisson random variables with

EAiEf) = A(£J.That is, the number of points laid down in Ek by the process has a

Poisson  distribution  with  mean  A(£t).

(2) Given AiEk) = r, and if 3>i,72,'",y, represent the position of the r-points

in Ek, then the y¡ are independent random variables in Ek, each with distribution

Pi7ledx) = ^-   for   xe£*

and

P(y;edx) = 0   for   x$Ek.

In other words the y¡ are independent and uniformly distributed on Ek.

In intuitive terms the system we have in mind can be described as follows:

At time 0 we place particles in £ according to a Poisson process. Subsequently,

we allow each particle to move, independently of the others, according to the

laws of the same Markov process. At a later time n, we are interested in various

facts about this system (e.g., the number of particles which visit a set B, etc.).

In the general state space considered here, the rigorous construction of such a

system requires some thought, since trying to follow the intuitive picture too

closely may lead to nonmeasurable quantities. For our purposes an adequate

model may be made using facts (1) and (2). Let {Ek} be an arbitrary (but fixed)

partition of £ into disjoint measurable sets of finite measure. For each fc, let

{Xiit,k)} be a sequence of independent Markov processes on (£,5) with the
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same transition operator P(x,B), and having initial distribution X(dx)/X(Ek) on

Ek. Also let Ak be a Poisson random variable, EAk = X(Ek), and Ak, {X¡(t, k)} ate

independent. For different k, the collections {Ak, Xft, k)} are independent. Then

the system of Markov processes is the collection

(2) {Xi(t,k),l^i^Ak,l = k< oo}.

For ease in language we may think of each Xi(t,k) as the location of the ,',/cth

particle at time t. We shall be concerned with the number of particles, M„(B; r),

which visit a set Be$ exactly r times by time n, and several other quantities

which can be defined in terms of the Mn(B; r). For completeness we sketch below

a proof that M„(B; r) is a random variable on the probability space of the process

given in (2).

Proposition.   Let (iî, B, P) be a probablity space upon which the process

{Xi(t, k),Ak)   is defined. Then, Mn(B,r) is a measurable function on this space.

Proof.   Clearly M„(B, r) = I.k = y Mn(B, r, k), where

Mn(B,r,k)= S s(Í \B(Xi(l,k)),r).
¡ = i    \, = i /

Here and in the following lB(x) is the characteristic function of B, and ô(x,y) = 1

if x = y and <5(x, y) = 0 if x ^ y. Now for any integer j ^ 0,

[Mn(B,r,k)=j] = \J[Ak = m] n [S^S lj¿«U)),r) =/]

Since [Ak = m]eB, and since ~L1=yl¿(X¡(l,k)) is a measurable function, we

see that

[Ak = m]n í £ s(Í lB(Xi(l,k)),r^ =j] eB.

Consequently each Mn(B,r,k) is a measurable function, and thus so is M„(B,r).

We obtain particularly interesting results when the measure X is an invariant

measure of the transition operator F. That is, if for any B e 5, and any positive

integer n,

X(B) =      Pn(x,B)dX(x),
Je

where F" is the nth power of the transition operator P. For continuous-time

processes, this was first pursued by Doob for Brownian motion, while for discrete-

time iMarkov chains, it was done by Derman. They both established the corre-

sponding version of Theorem 2.1 given below.
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Definition. An equilibrium process is a collection of processes, as described

in (2), where A is an invariant measure for the transition law P.

Our first result will be to justify the above name by showing that such a process

maintains itself in macroscopic equilibrium in the following sense.

Theorem 2.1. Let {Fk} be any partition of E into disjoint measurable sets

of finite measure. Let A„iFk) be the number of particles in Fk at time n. Then

for fixed n, the {A„iFk)} are independent Poisson distributed random variables

with means EAn(Fk) = A(Fk), respectively.

Proof.    Let

Aj(Ft,k) =    i l,,(*X»,fc)).
; = i

Then for 0 < s¡ < 1 and any integer r = l,

«(á^*)-K?tfc-4.^'jr"
and thus

Í (Sj- 1) f    dAix)Pnix,F)\.
i = l J Ek J

By the construction of an equilibrium process, the sequences {<4„(F¡, fc), 1 ̂  / < oo}

are independent. Consequently the {A„iF¡, k)} are independent Poisson variables

with means   f£lc dA(x)P"(x, F¡) respectively. But

CO

AniF)= S A¿F„k),
k = í

and since

EAniF) =  i   f   dAix) P»ix,F) =   f dAix)P"ix,Fi) = AiF,),
k = i J Ek Je

we see that the {A„iF)} are independent, Poisson variables with means AiF¡),

respectively. This completes the proof.

3. Preliminaries. Assume that P(x, B) is the transition function of a Markov

process {Xn} with states in the measurable space (£,2f), where 5 is a rj-field of

subsets of £ containing all one point sets. Assume also that P(x, B) has at least

one rj-finite invariant measure A, which henceforth is taken as fixed. For a func-

tion /el.(A), let P/(x)= fP(x,a»/Cv).

Proposition 1. IffeL¡, then PfeLy and \\Pf\\i á |/||i» so that P is a
positive, contraction operator on !.. Moreover, iff^O, then ¡P/||i = ||/||i-

lei P be the adjoint of P on L „(A). Then Pg ^ 0 a.e. if g = 0, and Pi = 1 a.e.

■ iw~. exp
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Proof.   Let lA be the characteristic function of A. Then J| fl^ |Jx = || 1A \y

whenever X(A) < oo. If /„ is a nonnegative simple function, then, by linearity

of F,

\\Pfn\\l   =(l.P/„)=||/«|l,

where for geLx and / in L,, (g,f) = fgfdX. Hence if 0^/Bf/,

|P/|i = lim„ I F/„ I y =lim„||/„|1 = ||/||i- This establishes the assertions about

P. Let / be an arbitrary function in Lt; then f = f+— f~ where /+ and f~

ate — 0. Thus

(Pi-i,f)= (Pi-i,f+)-(Pi-i,D

= (l,B/+)-||/+||1-(l,F/-)+||/-|1=0.

Thus Fl = 1 a.e. Finally let g^OeL^. Then for any /^0 in Lx, (Pg,f)

= (g,Pf) = 0.
If Fg < 0 on a set of positive measure, then (since X is cr-finite) Fg < 0 on a

set A of finite, positive measure. Hence (Pg,lA) <0, a contradiction.

Let G = Z„œ=0P", where here and in the following any operator to the Oth

power is the identity. A set Be5 is called transient if GlB(x) < oo a.e.

The hitting time of B after time 0, VB, is the random variable,

FB = min{n>0: XneB}(= oo if Xn$B for all n > 0).

Since X is an invariant measure, we see that X(B) > 0 implies that

X{x : PX(VB < oo) > 0} > 0. (Indeed, X{x : P(x, B) > 0} > 0.)

As is well known (see [2]) the operator F splits £ into two disjoint sets, C and

D, the conservative and dissipative parts, such that, for any / = 0 in

L,(X), (Gf)(x) = oo, a.e. on C n {x:(G/)(x) > 0}, while (Gf)(x) < oo for a.e.

xeD. The set C is stochastically closed (see Theorem 2.2 of [2]). That is,

P(x,C) = 1 a.e., xeC. Hence G(x,D) = 0, a.e. xeC, and thus as X is cr-finite,

D is a denumerable union of transient sets of finite measure. On the other hand,

if B = U„B„, where B„ are transient, then X(B n C) = 0. For if X(B n C) > 0,

then X(B„ n C) > 0 for some n ; and consequently for some F czBnf\C having

finite positive measure. (GlF)(x) ^ (GlBn)(x) < oo a.e., xeF. But FcC, and

thus X(F) > 0 implies (GlF)(x)= oo a.e. xeF, a contradiction. In particular,

if X(C) = 0 (i.e., P is dissipative), then £ is a countable union of transient sets

of finite measure, and every set of finite measure is transient. Let % be the class

of all transient sets of finite, positive measure.

Define, for sets A,Be%, and n = 1,

(3.1) BP\x, A) = Px(Xn eA,VB^n).

Then if /„ is the operator (IBf)(x)=f(x), xeB, and (fB/)(x) = 0, x$B, we

see at once that,
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bp\x,a) = BpniAix) = PiiB.py-1iAix) = iPh.y-'pi^x),

where B' — E — B.

The adjoint BP" of BP" is the operator on Lœ given by

(3.2) BP" - iPiB)"-lP = PiiB.py-1.

The following facts will be used in the sequel.

Proposition 2.   If BeX, then

(3.3) C(B) = j   PX(VB = co)dAix) > 0.

Proof.   By (2.3) of [1] we see that for xeß,

1  = j  Gix,dy)PyiVB =oo).

Hence, if we set eB(x) = PXCVB = co)lB(x), then

AiB)   =    f   ( Gix,dy)PyiVB=co)dAix)=  Î ilB,PkeB)
Jb Jb it = o

=   £ iP%,eB).
k = 0

If C(B) = 0, then eB = 0 a.e. on B and the last term on the right is 0, which is

impossible since A(B) > 0.

Proposition 3.   Assume Be%; then

(3.4) BP"l(x)|êB(x)kO a.e.

(3-5) /.
êBix)dAix) = CiB),

IB

where CiB) is as in Proposition 2.

Proof.    By Proposition 1, Pl = l, a.e. Assume

^"l^P"-1^^

Then a.e.,

Bp"+1i = p/b-(bp"1) g iPiB)BP"-h = Bp"i.

Hence, by induction, B/"l is nonincreasing a.e., and thus

lim B/"l(x) = <?B(x)
n-»oo

exists a.e. To establish (3.5) we proceed as follows:
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f PÂVB = n)dA(x) = (I.bP-Ii,) = (BP"1,1B) = f BP"l(x) dA(x).
Je Jb

Consequently, by bounded convergence, we see that

üm Í PxiVB = n)dA(x) = f <?B(x)dA(x)
n-»co Jfi Jb

and thus

lim - f   PxiVB g n)dAix) =  f êB(x)dA(x).
n-»oo nJe Jb

On the other hand, a last entrance decomposition yields

f PX(FB g n)dAix) =   f   [ f   Î Pmix,dy)PyCVB >n- m)ldA(x)
Je J e iJb m = i J

=  f    ¿ (/A(y)P,(FB>n-m),

and by bounded convergence,

lim  f   -  Z dA(>')P),(FB>n-m) = f  P,.(FB = 00)^(3;) = CiB).
n-»oo Jb n m = i Jb

Hence

C(B)= fêB(x)dA(x).

We conclude this section by introducing the terminology to be used throughout

the remainder of the paper. Let {Xn} be a Markov process having the function

P(x,B) for its transition law. Then the successive visits to B take place at times

VB, which are defined as follows: For convenience set V°B = 0. Then VB = VB, and

KB = min{n>FrB"1:A'BeB}

(= 00 if VB~l= 00 or X„tB for all n > V'B~l).

Theoccupation time ofB by time n, N„iB) = £"=ilB(Xj),and Tv"(B) = lim„^K,TVn(B).

If B is transient, then £xiV(£) = Gix,B) < 00, a.e.; thus PxiNiB) < 00) = 1, a.e.

The time of last visit to B, TB = min {n — 0: X} f B all j > n}. Then whenever B

is transient, PXCTB < 00) = 1, a.e.

4. Multiplicity of particles. Throughout this section we will assume that we

have a given equilibrium process as described in §2, and that P is nonconservative,

i.e., A(D) > 0, where D is the dissipative part of £.

Theorem 4.1. Let BeX, and let M„iB;r) denote the number of particles

which have visited B exactly r times by time n. Then
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(4.1) F (lim   Mn(£;r) = Cr(B) ) = 1,
\n-»oo " /

where Cr(B) = jBdX(x)êB(x)Px(N(B) = r — 1). Moreover, for fixed n and

B, M„(B;j), 1 =j = n, are independent, Poisson distributed random variables

with means

EMn(B,r) = j^dX(x)Px(Nn(B) = r).

If Cr(B)>0, then

Proof.   Let 7„(B, r) be the number of particles which visit B for the rth time

at time n(3).

Lemma 4.1.   For fixed B and r, l„(B,r) are independent Poisson distributed

random variables with means

EIn(B;r) =» f PX(VB = n) dX(x).

Proof.   Let I„(B, r, k) denote the number of particles which start in Ek and

visit B for the rth time at time n.

Now for any n = 1,

Efi *„'«»•"« =£Í1+ i (S<-1) f   ^Wpjdî-oT
1 = 1 L 1 = 1 j£fc   A^t) J

= exp [ £ (S¡ - 1) J   cZAWF^F«' = i) ] •

Thus for fixed Zc, In(B,r,k) ate independent Poisson variables with means

iEkdX(x)Px(VrB = n). Since

I„(B,r)=  Î    In(B,r,k),
* = i

and for Zc = 1,2, • • •, the sequences {In(B,r,k),l = n< oo}, are independent, we

see that the I„(B,r) ate independent Poisson with means, Hk §EkdX(x)Px(VB = ri),

respectively.

Lemma 4.2.   For fixed BeZ and r — l,

lim  EIn(B,r) = Í dX(x)êB(x)Px(VrB'i< oo) = C*(B).
n-»oo Jb

(3) I„'B, r) can be defined in terms of Mn(B, r); see equation (4.3).
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Proof.    Let 4>,fy) = P^V'f » = n)lBiy). Then

El,fB,r) =  £ PXCV'B = n)dAix)

=   f   î    f BPJix,dy)PyiVB-1 = n-j)dAix)
Jej = i   Jb

=    î (1,BPJeP„_j) =   îiBPn,eP„_j).
j-i j=i

Now by Proposition 3, BP"liy) -» êBiy) a.e. Moreover,

S My) = PyivrBl<v)Uiy)-
n

Hence a.e.

lim  i BPJliy)epn.jiy) = ê Biy)P¿V'il < oo)lB(y).
n-*oo j ■ 1

But BP;l(v)^l a.e., and thus

î BPJliy)epn_jiy) z% î ,p„_/y) -g P^V'yf1 g n)lB(v) -g 1B(>0, a.e.
y=t j=i

Thus by dominated convergence,

lim  f   î BPJliy)ePn.jiy)dAiy) =  f eBiy)PyCV¿-l< co)dAiy).
n->oo Je ¡ = i Jb

We may now establish (4.1). From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we see at once that

sup£/„(B,r)< oo  and that

n2 n n2

Consequently, by the strong law of large numbers,

lim   î   [Wr) - £/,(B,r)j  = ,

with probability one. But Lemma 4.2 implies that

and thus,

lim l  î EIjiB,r) = Cr*(B)
n-»oo   n  j = l

p(lim -  ¿ IjiB,r) = C*iB))  = 1.
\n-»oo n  j = l
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However,

n oo

(4.3) Z T(B,r) =   2 Mn(B;k)
j = l *=!•

and thus (after a slight computation) we find that (4.1) holds.

To show that M„(B;r), 1 ^ r — n, ate independent Poisson variâtes, it suffices

to show that M„(B;r,k) are, where Mn(B;r,k) are the number of particles,

intially in Ek, which visit B exactly r times by time n. This may be accomplished

by a computation similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 4.1, which also

shows that

JEk

EMn(B;r,k)=      Px(Nn(B) = r)dX(x).
JEk

Finally if Cr(B) > 0, then EM„(B;r) ~ nCJB) and thus EM„(B; r) -* oo, n -* oo.

Using the well-known fact that a normalized Poisson varíate is asymptotically

normally distributed when its mean tends to infinity, we find that (4.2) holds.

This completes the proof.

Examples show that Cr(B) may vanish for infinitely many values of r. However,

since Er™ y Cr(B) = C(B) > 0, there must be at least one value of r such that

Cr(B) > 0. Under some irreducibility assumptions, we may establish that for

every r > 0, 2ZJxLrCj(B) = C*(B) > 0.

Lemma 4.3. Assume that either (i) for every A having positive measure,

PX(VA< oo)>0, a.e., or (ii) that for the set Be% in question, PX(VB< oo) > 0

for all xeB. Then for every r 2: 1,

(4.4) f êB(x)PX(V;< oo)dX(x) > 0.

Proof. Assume (i) holds and assume X(B) > 0. Define Ar = {x:Px(VB < oo)>0}.

By assumption, X(E-Ay) = 0. Assume X(E - Ar) = 0. Then X(ArC\B)>0

and thus Px(VBnAr < oo) > 0, a.e. However, for each such x, PX(VB+1 < oo) > 0

and thus X(E — Ar+1) = 0. Hence, by induction, PX(VB < co) > 0 a.e. Since

Jb êB(x)dX(x) > 0 we see that (4.4) holds. Now assume (ii) holds. Let

7TB(x, dy) = PX(VB < oo ; Xv¡¡ e dy). Then for every xeB,

Px(Vb+ ' < co) = j^n(x,dy)Py(VrB < oo) > 0,

since otherwise 7iB(x,B) = 0 for some xeB, a contradiction. From this, (4.4)

follows as before.

From Lemmas 4.1 through 4.3 we easily obtain the following.

Theorem 4.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.3,
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(4.5) P ( lim ~  î IjiB, r) = C;*(B)) = 1.
\n-»oo   "   y = i /

Moreover, /„(B,r) converges in law to a Poisson random variable /(B,r) having

mean C*(£), and finally

lim P ( î [IjiB;r) - £//B,r)](nC*(B))-1/2 g x)

(4.6) ""°°      Vj = 1 '

il*)«*J_exp(-i2/2)di.

Now for r = l, CÏ(B) = Sr°°=, Cr(B) = C(B), which is always positive by

Proposition 2. If L„(B) is the number of distinct particles to visit B by time z% n,

then clearly L„iB) = £"= y Ifß, 1), and thus by Theorem 4.2 we obtain the following.

Corollary 4.1. If L„iB) is the number of distinct particles to visit B by time

-g n, and BeX, then

(4.7) p(lim^^ = C(B)) =1

and

The last quantities to be investigated are the number of particles, I„(B), which

are in B for a last time at time n.

Theorem 4.3. Let BeX. Then {I„(B)} are independent, Poisson distributed,

random variables with the common mean CiB). Moreover,

(4.9) p(J^)+;+J"(B^C(B))   = 1

and

fijm-nCiB)        \ lr*
(4-10)        ¡S PV1^(nC(B)F2^ = Xi =   Vñyñ \_^Vi-n2)dt.

Proof. Clearly (4.9) and (4.10) are obvious consequences of the fact that the

J„iB) are independent and identically distributed Poisson variables. To establish

this fact, let J„iB ; k) be the number of particles in Ek at time 0 which last visit

B at time n. Then for k = 1,2, •■-, the sequences {J„(B,fc),l g n< oo} are in-

dependent. Moreover for any n ja 1,
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Ak

= exp [ I (Si - 1) f    dX(x)Px(TB = i)] .
Ll=l JEk J

Hence J„(B,k) are independent Poisson variables with means jEkdX(x)Px(TB = n).

Consequently, Jn(B) are independent Poisson variables with means

EJ„(B)  =    f dX(x)Px(TB = n) =  f dX(x) f P\x,dy)Py(VB = co)
Je Je Jb

=   [dX(y)Py(VB=co) = C(B).

We conclude this section by sketching the interpretation of C(B) as the capacity

of B.

A measurable function/is the potential of a charge cp if cpe Ly(X) and Gcp =f.

A set B is called an equilibrium set if there is a potential — 1 everywhere, equal

to 1 on B, and having nonnegative charge ip with support on B. This charge is

uniquely determined by such a potential (since PGip rg 1) and its total charge

\EipdX is the capacity of B.

If BeX, then B is an equilibrium set, since

./«*
<£B(x) = I G(x,i/y)eB(y),

where eB(y) is lB(y)Fj,(FB = oo) and VB(x) = 1, xeB, and cpB(x) = PX(VB < oo),

x$B. Thus C(B) is the capacity of B.

Remark. One of the main points of this section was to show that capacity

may be interpreted probabilistically for sets in Z as the number of new particles

per unit time which enter B and also as the number of particles per unit time which

leave B, never to return. That these two quantities are equal is again testimony

to the macroscopic equilibrium nature of the process. It also follows from

Lemma 4.2 (for r = 1) that for Be %

(4.11) C(B)=   lim £Ln(£) =   lim—   f Px(VB = n)dX(x).
n->oo " n-»oo    n     JE

Choquet has axiomatized capacities as nonnegative, nondecreasing, set func-

tions which are alternating in the sense that for any r = 1,

C(Ayn-nAr) = Z C(Ai)

(4.12)

-2 CiAyijAj) + - + (-i)rC(Ay u- KjAr).
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Using (4.11) it is easy to show that our set function C( • ) defined on the sets of

X, satisfies these requirements. Indeed if A ezz B, then PX(VA iS «) Ú PXCVB Û n)

and thus EL„iA) ̂  ELn(B). Hence C(,4) ̂  C(B). Moreover,

PAVA¡n...nA á n) <S PXCVA g n, 1 g i ^ r) =  ¿ P,(^ á n)
i = l

= 2 P-X^ g n)+ ». + (-l)rP;c(FAlU...uAr g »),
»/

and consequently,

ELT^n-n^L)

=   Î ELniA) -  S EIMuAy) + - + (--O^I^i u- U-4r).
¡ = i ¡#j

Henee (4.12) holds.

Now observe that (4.7) and the fact that EJ„(B) = C(ß) yield some interesting

facts about Jn( • ) and EJ„ as a set function, which are not at all apparent. For

example, since C( • ) is a nondecreasing set function, so is EJ„( • ). Thus the expected

number of permanent departures at any time from a larger set is at least as great

as that from a smaller.

Finally we note that (4.1) asserts that the percentage of particles, M„iB;r)/n,

to visit B exactly r times by time n converges to the integral of PxiNiB) = r — 1)

by the "dual capacitory measure" of B. This makes sense in view of the inter-

pretation of capacity given before.

5. Number of particles. In this section the same basic assumptions as in §4

will prevail. Let Sn(B) be the nth partial sum, Ay(B) + ••• + A„(B), of the A¡(B),

where A¡(B) is the number of particles in B at time i.

Theorem 5.1.   If BeX, then

(5.1) p( lim ̂  = A(B)W 1.

Moreover, if !nExN(B)2dA(x) < oo(t),  then

where

(5.3) <72(£) = A(£) + 2 f dAix)ExNiB).

(4) It is easy to show that this condition is satisfied if and only if /B )g G(x, dy)G(y, B)dX(x)
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Proof.   A direct (but slightly tedious) computation shows that the sequence

{A„(B)} is strictly stationary, and thus by the pointwise ergodic theorem,

p(lim-^=S*) = 1.

To establish (5.1) we must show that P(S* = X(B)) = 1. This may be accomplished

by showing

(5.4) lim pi   ^I_2(ß)    >E\ =o.

By Chebyshev's inequality,

VarS„(B)s^  m
n

> e\ =
£W

so to establish (5.4), all we need do is show

(5.5) lim VarS"(ß) = 0.
n2

«-»CO "

Since Sn(B)= 2Z"=irMn(B,r), and the M„(B;r) for l^r^n ate independent

Poisson variâtes, we see that

VarS„(B)=  Î r2EM„(B;r) =   f   Î   r2Px(Nn(B) = r)dX(x)
(5.6) r = 1 jEr = 1

= JExN„(B)2dX(x).

Now

and thus

EXN„(B)2 = ExNn(B) + 22        f P'(x, dy)P]-l(y, B),
ISKJân    Jb

(5.7) Var Sn(B) = nX(B) + 2    S     f EvNn_¡(B) dX(y).
i = l    JB

Since B is a transient set, lim„_ œ F" (y, B) = 0 a.e., and as B has finite measure, bound-

ed convergence implies (BP"(y,B)dX(y)->0, and thus 1/n J'BEyN„(B)dX(y)->0.

From (5.7) we see that (since EyNn(B) is nondecreasing)

Var Sn(B) = nX(B) + 2n f EyNn(B)dX(y),

and thus (5.5) holds.

Now if $BEyN(B) dX(y) < co, then

lim   -  E    í EyN¡(B)dX(y) =   f EyN(B)dX(y) < oo.
i-+ oo   n ¡ = i   Jb Jb
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Consequently from (5.7) we obtain

£ r2EM„(B;r)  = VarSn(B) ~ n\x(B) + 2 f EyN(B)dX(y)]

(5-8)       r = 1 = na2(B).

Recall that if cp(9) is the characteristic function of an infinitely divisible law

with finite variance, then the Kolmogorov representation of cp(9) is (see [3, p.

307])
/•QO

log0(0) = i9X +        (eWx- 1 - i9x)x~2G(dx).
J — oo

For the random variable

Ya(B; r) = r[Mn(B; r) - EMn(B ; r)] (n<r2(B))-1/2

X and G are, respectively, Xnr = 0 and

Gnr(x) = 0, x<r(ncT2)-i'2

=  r2EM¿B>r\    x>r(no2)^2.

Hence for the random variable  E"=i Y„(B;f) we find that X and G are, respec-

tively, X = 0 and

,,0, ^, ,       v ^ /x        v    r2EMn(B;r)(5.9) G„(x) =   I G„r(x) =   E   -—^-,
r=i r-i na2

if
7-(na2)-1/2^x<(/+l)(«(T2)-1/2.

Clearly,

G,WSG,(œ).£:!œ>
, = 1 «cr

Hence, by (5.8),

lim sup G„(x) ^  lim G„(oo) = 1.
II-» 00 rt-*co

On the other hand, by Theorem 4.1 and Fatou's Lemma, we obtain from (5.9)

that for any x>0,

lim inf Gn(x) =   Î   4£^-
1.-00 r = l      °  (B)

= -^r  £ r2   f éB(x)F;c(Ar(B) = r-l)íZA(x)
a (B)   r = l Jb

= ^ jBEx(l + N(B))2êB(x)dX(x).
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However, from (5.6) we see that

VarS„(B) =  £ ExNn(B)2dA(x)

=   f dA(x)  f   £ BPJ(x,dv)£,(l+iV„_J.(B))2
Je J b j = i

=   jB[ £ BPJKy)Eyil + N„_j (B)2j dAiy);

and since the integrand in this last expression is dominated by «£^(1 + NiB))2,

we obtain by the dominated convergence theorem and a simple summability

argument that

o2iB) =  lim-Var S„(B) =   f £x(l + TV(B))2eB(x)dA(x).
n-»oo n Jb

Thus for x > 0, lim.-ooinf G„(x) — 1. Since G„(x) = 0 for x < 0, we have shown

that
lim G „ix) = 1,   x > 0,
n-» oo

= 0,    x<0.

But this is precisely the G needed to represent the standard normal distribution

and thus, by an appeal to a well-known result in the theory of i. d. laws (see

[3, p. 312]), we obtain (5.2).

Remark. The result in (5.1) shows that the sequence {A„iB)} is ergodic, and thus

AiB) may be interpreted as the number of particles per unit time in B. The central

limit theorem for S„iB) enables one to approximate the probability distribution of

the discrepancy between the time average, S„iB)/n, and the ensemble average, A(ß).

6. Examples.

Example 1. Denumerable state space. Let £ be a countable set, 5, all subsets

of £, and p(x, y) the transition matrix of a transient Markov chain on £, having

A as an invariant measure. Then £ is a denumerable union of transient sets and

thus P is dissipative. The class X contains at least all sets of finite A measure. If

the chain is irreducible, then the conditions of Lemma 4.3 are also satisfied. This

case was treated in detail in [6] for finite sets, so the results we obtain here are

slightly more general than previously, since we demand only that AiB) < oo.

Example 2. Random walk on a locally compact group. Let (5 be a locally

compact group, g the «r-field generated by the open sets, A a left Haar measure,

and Xy,X2, ■•• be independent ©-valued random variables, having a common

regular probability distribution p on ©. Set S„ = X„X„_y ■■■XyS0. The transition

operator is

P(x,£) = piBx"1) = PiS„eB\Sn.y = x).

A value xe© is possible if for any neighborhood N of the identity e,
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PeiSn e]Nx) > 0,   for some n.

The set ^3 of all possible values is a closed semigroup [4]. We will assume that

© = ^B, i.e., the random walk on © is "irreducible," and that the walk is transient,

i.e., that there is a neighborhood N of e such that G(e, N) < oo.

Although, in general, a locally compact group need not be c-compact, under

the assumption that ^5 = © it is. The following proof of this fact is due to J. Folk-

man. Since p is regular, there is a sequence of compact sets C„ whose union

M„C„= A and p(G — A) = 0. Now there is an open-closed rj-compact subgroup

H of © (the group generated by a symmetric, compact neighborhood of e will

do). Let B = Un°°=oA"//. Since H is open, A"H is open and thus B is open. B

is also closed, since for x e © — B, xH n£ = 0. Indeed yexH (~\B implies

y = xhy=yh2 and thus x = yh2hy1 eB. Thus B is closed, open, and rr-com-

pact. If x e B, then there is a neighborhood Nx of x such that Nx C\B = 0. For

all n, PiSn eB) = l and thus for all n, PiSn e Nx) = 0; hence x e ^ß. Thus $cB;

and since B is closed and a-compact and ^3 is closed, we see that ^ is cr-compact.

For any x e ©, if BB ~' cz N and B open, then

G(x,£)^G(e,TV).

Hence if the random walk is transient, G(x, B) < oo all x, and thus G(x, By) < oo

for all x, y. Since any compact set C can be covered by finite number of sets By,

we see that G(x, C) < oo for all x and every compact set. Hence © is a countable

union of compact sets and thus ^3 is dissipative. A trivial computation shows

that the left Haar measure is an invariant measure for the left random walk.

Since Haar measure is finite on compacts, A is rj-finite in our case. Thus the

class X contains at least all relatively compact sets having nonempty interior.

Moreover, any such set satisfies (ii) of Lemma 4.3, and for each such B,

j   dkix) \   Gix,dy)Giy,B) < oo,
Jb Jb

so that the central limit theorem for S„(£) is applicable.
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